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Wine Specialist with 2 years of experience in Assisting with inventory controls 
(Generate/Receive PO's, Monthly Inventory Counts), and also Ensuring appropriate 
merchandise stock levels, displays; ensure the selling floor is adequately stocked.

EXPERIENCE

Wine Specialist
a - 2002 – 2003

 Effectively coordinating activities between the catering and kitchen 
staff was able to guarantee maximum performance while 
safeguarding all health safety rules and regulations.

 Instructing staff on how to relate to customers also guaranteed a 
progressively higher attendance of regular guests, easily reaching our
daily minimum revenue quota.

 Forecasts customer and store needs by constantly evaluating 
environment and customers for cues.

 Delivers exceptional customer service.
 Maintains regular and punctual attendance.
 Service existing accounts, host wine tastings, secure orders, and 

establishes new accounts by planning and organizing a daily work 
schedule to call on existing or potential customers.

 Establish &amp; maintain rapport with store managers, restaurant 
owners, and other store personnel.

Wine Specialist 
Delta Corporation - 2001 – 2002

 Contributed guest service expertise to include reservations and 
hospitality, diplomatically delegating duties to create a cooperative 
environment.

 Fostered brand health through strategic sales promotions and client 
education, providing private tours of the facilities for trade, inter-
winery.

 Contributed to client base through tactful wine-club sign-ups and 
mailing list promotions.

 Bacchus Importers -Managed a territory growth of 56%.
 Performed functions to obtain sales, secure new business accounts, 

and service the needs of the existing sales accounts -.
 Create reservations and promote the fine dining restaurant.
 Acquired knowledge about customer satisfaction and how to achieve 

excellence.
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EDUCATION

 GED

SKILLS

MS Office, Communication, Management.
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